
 Diverse applications, unlimiteD  

perspectives.
 Busse can do it.  

*  Busse.  
For pathBreaking 
ideas.



*  Busse.  
For unlimited  
Freedom.



 small Detail, limitless  

possibilities.
 Busse heating plates can do it.

our product range is specific, our applications 

infinitely varied. there can hardly be a single 

production process in which something does 

not have to be heated, dried or joined – our mar-

ket of limitless possibilities. our products are 

small details with a major impact – very small or 

really big. From small 30 mm heating plates to 

steel press tools weighing tonnes. our target 

group is equally diverse: any company consider-

ing a heating plate or a press tool has come to 

the right place here. every year 3,000 parts leave 

our heating plate factory in the east Westphalian 

town of espelkamp in Germany. You are sure to 

often meet our products without knowing it.

as a specialist in heating plate technology, we 

have been developing, producing and marketing 

our heating and cooling plates, as well as our  

aluminium or steel press tools, for 30 years. indi-

vidually tailored to the needs of our customers. 

We have become a versatile and high-perfor-

mance partner to our international customers in 

the woodworking and wood processing sectors. 

as one of europe‘s largest manufacturers of 

standard electric heating plates we have the 

confidence of almost all press manufacturers. 

the same applies to our many customers in  

other sectors, such as automotive construction, 

food processing, wing construction or the  

sports industry. 

the construction of moulding tools is closely 

linked to heating plate technology. We have  

thus been supplying national and international 

moulded wood manufacturers for decades and 

have a 90 % market share. as a tool manufactur-

er, for many years we have been regarded as  

a technology leader at the forefront of the inter-

national market in the plywood manufacturing  

industry. 

Scarcely a Single 

caravan without 

BuSSe: Sandwich 

panel front 

SectionS, Side  

wallS and Mdf  

partS in the  

interior of the 

caravan – Moulded 

and glued uSing 

BuSSe heating 

plateS and toolS. 

plant espelkamp 6,500 m2 production area 

about us  |  3



 small Detail, stronG   

composite.
 Busse heating plates can do it.

4   |   Qualit Y



our unique and individual products have one 

thing in common: they are all made in Germany! 

We attach great importance to our commitment 

to our production site in Germany. our factory in 

espelkamp has been owned by the busse family 

since 1986, and is now managed in the second 

generation by petra Hoffmeyer and thorsten 

busse. the best solutions occur when we con-

tribute our knowledge and expertise during the 

very early stages of development of projects.  

We regard ourselves as innovative development 

partners for our customers, providing them with 

expertise and creativity. We develop simple and 

complex, custom and standardised solutions. 

always with the aim of delivering a high-quality, 

cost-effective result to our customers.

aluminium plays a key role in our production, as 

it is an exceedingly good conductor of heat with 

short heating-up and cooling-down phases, 

which ensures even temperatures with very low 

energy losses for heating plates and tools. the 

low net weight of the material provides for sim-

pler machine designs, straightforward transport 

and, above all, higher heating-up rates than any 

other material. We only use precision steel and 

aluminium rectangular pipes for the heating coil 

in medium heating panels, which enables us  

to achieve high throughput speeds and, as a  

result, excellent temperature distribution on the 

surface of the heat exchanger. 

Quality criteria of our productS:

• long service life

• energy efficiency

• sustainability

freeStyle,  

freeriding, carving 

or racing BoardS – 

they are all Shaped 

with preSSure and 

teMperature uSing 

BuSSe toolS.

*  Busse.  
For daring  
do-ers.

Variable electrical voltage

aluminium frame can be heated to 400° C



 small Detail, even 

heat  
distribution.
 Busse heating plates can do it.

*  Busse.  
For  
wonderFul 
taste.



Here at busse, we are the proven specialists 

when it comes to heating plates and press tools. 

You can rely on our extensive expert knowledge 

and thirty years of experience. our engineers are 

inspired by the challenges they face with each 

new project. they know their craft and bring  

their total commitment, wealth of knowledge  

and expertise to the table. because one thing in 

particular sets busse apart from the crowd: we 

cannot rest until we‘ve found the best possible 

solution for each customer and for every project, 

which we then implement with the same level of 

quality in our production plant.

every year we process close to 300 t of alu-

minium on state-of-the-art computerised cnc 

machining centres and lay over 150 km of heat-

ing wire into heating plates and press tools. We 

permanently store over 200 t of aluminium for in-

stant access in our factory in espelkamp, which 

enables us to react quickly and flexibly to urgent 

customer requests. 

the unique feature of Busse: We are able  

to cut up to a length of 7,500 mm, a width of 

3,300 mm and a height of 1,300 mm. our  

presses offer us a maximum pressing area of 

6,000 x 2,200 mm with an opening height of 

1,800 mm (max. dimensions based on our ma-

chinery). We are constantly adapting our sys-

tems to the state of the art.

the perfect  

Burger iS fried  

on either Side for 

two MinuteS at  

approx. 170° c. our 

heating plantS can 

alSo Be eQuipped 

with additionally 

controlled  

peripheral zone 

heating to optiMiSe 

teMperature 

preciSion and 

efficiency. 

expertise  |   7



*  Busse.  
For passionate 
keepers.



 small Detail, reliable   

performance.
 Busse heating plates can do it.

our electric combined heating plates are de-

signed to meet the demands of small artisan 

businesses and series production. they are  

designed individually, adapted to your require-

ments and available in any size. busse heating 

plates consist of an aluminium heating plate  

and the iso-pressing plate. the iso-pressing 

plate creates a completely flat press surface free 

of rivets and bolts for seamless veneering work. 

the aluminium plate is made of two exceptionally 

flat rolled sheets, fully bonded to each other. We 

thus achieve a completely even distribution of 

heat across the whole pressing surface. an op-

erating temperature of 90° c is achieved within 

12 to 15 minutes, enabling short cycle times of 

approx. three minutes with a heating power of 

around 2.7 kW/m². the maximum operating tem-

perature of all standard plates is 120° c. mineral 

materials, like corian, have become important 

materials in the woodworking and furniture in-

dustry. they permit innovative design solutions. 

the possibilities of three-dimensional moulding 

are almost limitless. We produce special electric 

heating plates and tables with maximum operat-

ing temperatures of up to 170° c for the mould-

ing of mineral materials.

electric coMBined heating plateS:

• combi S: the standard design for all  

veneering presses

• combi Splus: the standard design with  

adhesive-repellent mylar foil

• combi e: with anodised aluminium plate

• combi t170: for operating temperatures  

up to 170° c

one for all: preSS 

ManufacturerS, 

craftSpeople and 

the furniture 

induStry all place 

their truSt in  

the reliaBle 

perforMance of  

our heating plateS 

– in thouSandS of 

veneering, vacuuM 

and MeMBrane 

preSSeS. for 

SatiSfied cuStoMerS. electric heating BarS

our electric heating bars have proved them-

selves many times over, both in trade com-

panies or on site. our heating bars are made 

of thermomechanically-resistant aluminium 

profiles and are anodised in silver as stand-

ard. the low-maintenance heat conducting 

system produces a constant, thermostatically 

controlled surface temperature. 

oem quality for old veneering presses
no standard 
dimensions

standard lengths 
of 600 to 4,100 mm

WooDWorkinG  |   9



*  Busse.  
For exCellent 
sound.

 small Detail, accurate 

radius.
 Busse heating plates can do it.

10   |   plY WooD anD moulDeD WooD



heating the aluminium heating plate 

moulding the heating plate 

Varying press thickness due to  
additional metal panels

three factors determine the design of a pressing 

tool: the degree of moulding, the quality of the 

end product and the desired production quantity. 

We incorporate our proven specialist knowledge 

into three tried-and-tested tool lines. 

press tools made of beech plywood with a 10 to 

12 mm thick aluminium heating plate or flexible 

electric heating plate offer compelling benefits 

for simple moulding in small batches:

• short lead times, minimal heat losses

• separate control of upper/lower mould

• cost-effective, fast manufacture

• max. temperature up to 100° c, max. pressure 

25 kg/cm²

• suitable for high-frequency machining

  

long lifetimes, dimensional stability of mould-

ings and three-dimensional moulding in large 

numbers require solid aluminium moulds electri-

cally heated or heated with a liquid heating me-

dium. these tools have an unlimited lifetime and 

permit short cycle times and complex moulding.

• max. temperature up to 250° c, max. pressure 

50 kg/cm²

solid steel tools are used in the manufacture  

of Festholz or pagholz parts and can produce 

high levels of compression and very large batch 

sizes. steel press tools are electrically or oil- 

heated. they stand out on account of their:

• High operating temperatures up to 400° c

• max. pressure of 150 kg/cm²

the riM of a  

concert piano iS 

Manufactured  

on a riM Bending 

Block. BuSSe 

electric heating 

plateS reduce the 

production tiMe to 

a MiniMuM and 

increaSe efficiency 

without any loSS  

of Quality.  

our cuStoMerS  

have coMe to  

rely on that. 



*  Busse.  
For unConVentional 
thinkers.



our electric heating plates are used wherever 

surface heating systems are needed for contact 

heat, regardless of whether they are operated at 

only 60° c or at precisely 300° c. 

our heating plates are based on exceptionally 

flat rolled aluminium sheets, into the entire sur-

face of which heat resistors are cut. the even 

spacing of the heating wires guarantees constant 

heat distribution over the entire surface of the 

panel: whether 30 x 30 mm or 17,000 x 4,500 mm. 

the entire surface of the heating plate is bonded 

to an additional sheet, which produces a flat sur-

face, free of rivets and bolts, and also enables 

the construction of extremely thin 9 mm plates. 

the output of the heating plates is selected  

to meet requirements, from 2 kW/m² for the  

processing of pur to more than 40 kW/m² for  

industrial applications. 

High-output heating cartridges can be used  

with extremely high output densities or operating 

temperatures above 250° c. We install cartridges 

in press fits between two aluminium plates,  

 

which are threaded throughout for the quick  

replacement of individual cartridges.

We also individually tailor our medium plates, 

which are used for cooling as well as heating,  

to the requirements of our customers. 

a total of 46 gw  

of Solar ModuleS 

were produced in 

2014 – BuSSe haS  

a 40 % Market  

Share of thiS. 

intereStingly 

heating plateS in 

photovoltaic 

ModuleS operate 

with a tolerance  

of only +/- 1° c.

small Detail, precise   

temperature.
 Busse heating plates can do it.

flexiBle heating plateS for  

woodworking

Flexible heating plates offer a max. com-

pressive strength of 25 kg/cm² at an maxi-

mum operating temperature of 150° c for  

2D moulding in small numbers and individu-

al items. their flexible carrier material with 

embedded heating wires makes them ex-

tremely versatile and adaptable. available  

in any size, even with continually adjustable 

temperature control. 

even temperature distribution ip 68 high-output heating cartridges

inDustrial applications  |   13



 small Detail, sWeepinG 

curves.
 Busse heating plates can do it. 

14   |   inDustrial applications



busse medium heating plates were developed 

for use with liquid heating media. at their heart is 

a welded continuous heating element made of 

precision steel or aluminium pipes. steam or  

liquids, like thermal oil and water, are circulated 

within the medium heating plate and provide for 

even, degree-precise temperature distribution 

over the surface of the plate: without heat accu-

mulating in the centre of the plate and falling 

around the edges. the heating plate can be di-

vided into several heating and cooling zones. 

unlike electric heating plates, medium heating 

plates are significantly less sensitive to con-

stantly changing use of the surface and even 

permit the integration of different configurations 

of vacuum and forced air channels. the unique 

feature: busse medium plates can be used as 

heating or cooling plates.

the combination of the medium heating plate 

with an electric surface heating system optimises 

heat distribution and prevents temperature drops 

where a high degree of precision is required. 

BaSic verSionS:

• var St continuous heating element made of 

precision steel for high pressing pressures and 

for temperatures over 120° c.

• var al completely made of aluminium, for 

“slide-through” operation and series produc-

tion, suitable for use as recooling plates.

• var alplus made of aluminium. combination 

of continuous heating element and electric 

plate. the combination of efficiency and mini-

mum temperature tolerance.  

BuSSe doeS not  

juSt Manufacture 

Straight heating 

plateS. heating 

plateS with a 

contour or radiuS 

can Be uSed in 

laMinating SySteMS. 

for the right curve 

of the daShBoard 

or the preciSe 

Shape of the glove 

coMpartMent.

high flow rate

damage protection

Fixing with vacuum system

*  Busse.  
For ultimate  
driVing Fun.



*  Busse.  
For Visionary 
ideas.



 small Detail, unusual  

solution.
 Busse heating plates can do it.

We are always looking for the optimum solution 

for your application. We construct the majority of 

our heating plates as made-to-measure plates 

and, of course, our tools are always tailor-made. 

precisely adapted to the needs of customers in 

terms of:

• size

• thickness/Density

• capacity

• voltage

• temperature

• surface coating

simple, pragmatic designs are produced with 

minimal requirements. We deliver practical and 

creative solutions for complex requirements, re-

gardless of whether degree-accurate tempera-

tures or mechanical tolerances are required. We 

also manufacture heating plates with contours 

and can incorporate any openings. the heating 

surfaces can be milled with vacuum grooves. 

We can integrate forced air or vacuum channels 

into the heating plate. Different cross-sections 

and gradients of rectangular tube pipe systems 

are possible, which plates permit counter-flow 

operation. copper and stainless steel pipes can 

also be used with shallow heights.

today glaSS-Making 

deMandS faSt 

heating and cooling 

rateS that cannot 

Be achieved with 

norMal autoclaveS. 

BuSSe Modern 

heating and cooling 

plateS open up 

coMpletely new 

poSSiBilitieS for the 

laMinated glaSS 

induStry. 

teMperature control

temperature controls are needed to control 

electric heating plates and press tools. the 

more precise the temperature, the more im-

portant does temperature control become.  

it is essential that the control is adapted to 

the process. Digital or analogue controllers, 

capillary tube systems or bimetal tempera-

ture limiters precisely control the temperature 

as required. complex control systems with 

plc connection or integrated heating ele-

ment control complete the product range. 

modular construction semiconductor relay or circuit breaker

inDustrial applications  |   17



 small Detail, perFect  

precision.
 Busse aluminium processing can do it. 

*  Busse.  
For enthusiastiC 
deVelopers.



any company that processes 300 t of aluminium 

a year knows what it is talking about. and knows, 

above all, how to do it! Welding, milling, drilling – 

the range of our capabilities is extensive. We do 

one thing really well, perhaps even better than all 

the others: large components. From any kind of 

aluminium, taking into account the most exact-

ing tolerance requirements.

We manufacture almost anything that can be 

produced from lightweight material on state-of-

the-art machines with ultimate precision: sup-

porting plates for plastic and pur processing, 

feeding equipment for wood processing or cool-

ing equipment for mineral material processing 

are just a few examples.

our machines offer unique possibilities and 

solutions. here‘s an example: trays are used to 

feed the moulding presses in the production of 

cooling cells and are usually made of solid alu-

minium or steel. However, our presses machine 

aluminium sheets and rectangular tube profiles 

in a sandwich construction to form foam trays 

that are impressively 40 % lighter than conven-

tional trays. 

Just one example of many surprising and per-

suasive solutions. We are pleased to be able to 

show you our capabilities!

Speaking of air 

hockey: we produce 

aluMiniuM plateS 

for feederS and 

vacuuM taBleS. with 

ultiMate preciSion. 

the SMalleSt 

perforation 

diaMeter iS 0.5 MM!

manufacture of large lightweight  
construction assemblies

digitalisation of complex surfaces

manufacture of drawing parts

aluminium manuFacturinG  |   19
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BuSSe heizplattentechnik gMBh

Fritz-souchon-straße 22

32339 espelkamp, Germany

phone: + 49 57 72.97 75-0

Fax: + 49 57 72.97 75-55

info@busse-heizplattentechnik.de

www.busse-heizplattentechnik.de


